
The Einhell TC-EH 500 electric hoist enables heavy loads to be lifted comfortably and with minimum strain. Used without the guide roller the cable

winch can lift loads up to 250kg to a height of up to 18 m at the push of a button. Used with the guide roller the load is increased to 500kg and the lifting

height is 9 meters. The hoist has a eighteen meter twist-free cable (Ø 4.0mm) for lifting. Comprehensive safety features include an emergency stop,

thermostatic switch to protect the motor from overheating, automatic limit cut-out and safety catch on the load hook to prevent the load from dropping

unintentionally. The automatic brake secures the load in every position. Two double clamps are provided for fastening the electric hoist.

Electric Hoist

TC-EH 500-18
Item No.: 2255145

Ident No.: 11029

Bar Code: 4006825633863

Features & Benefits
Extralong, more than 18 m long wire cable (twist-free, Ø 4.0 mm)-

Guide roller with load hook-

Operator switch with emergency stop function-

Motor with thermal switch-

Load hook with safety catch-

Automatic brake secures the load in every position-

Automatic limit cut-out-

Fastening with two double clamps-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Max. power (S3 | S3%) 1000 W  |  20 %

- Payload without return pulley 250 kg

- Payload with return pulley 500 kg

- Lifting height without return pulley 18 m

- Lifting height with return pulley 9 m

- Hoisting speed without return pulley 8 m/min

- Hoisting speed with return pulley 4 m/min

Logistic Data
- Product weight 16.1 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 17.45 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 401 x 165 x 263 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 36 kg

- Dimensions export carton 418 x 340 x 282 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1200 | 0 | 0
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Available as special accessories

SA 1100
Hoist Lever Arm
Item No.: 2255398
Bar Code: 4006825540017
Einhell Accessory
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